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ABSTRACT Cell polarization is a key feature of cell motility, driving cell migration to tissues. 
CD43 is an abundantly expressed molecule on the T-cell surface that shows distinct localiza-
tion to the migrating T-cell uropod and the distal pole complex (DPC) opposite the immuno-
logical synapse via association with the ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM) family of actin regulatory 
proteins. CD43 regulates multiple T-cell functions, including T-cell activation, proliferation, 
apoptosis, and migration. We recently demonstrated that CD43 regulates T-cell trafficking 
through a phosphorylation site at Ser-76 (S76) within its cytoplasmic tail. Using a phosphory-
lation-specific antibody, we now find that CD43 phosphorylation at S76 is enhanced by mi-
gration signals. We further show that CD43 phosphorylation and normal T-cell trafficking 
depend on CD43 association with ERM proteins. Interestingly, mutation of S76 to mimic 
phosphorylation enhances T-cell migration and CD43 movement to the DPC while blocking 
ERM association, showing that CD43 movement can occur in the absence of ERM binding. 
We also find that protein kinase C  can phosphorylate CD43. These results show that while 
CD43 binding to ERM proteins is crucial for S76 phosphorylation, CD43 movement and regu-
lation of T-cell migration can occur through an ERM-independent, phosphorylation- dependent 
mechanism.

INTRODUCTION
T-cells are crucial effectors of the immune response, providing help 
to B-cells for antibody production as well as mediating cellular im-
munity necessary for pathogen clearance. Before activation, naïve 

T-cells circulate in and out of lymph nodes, constantly surveying for 
antigen (von Andrian and Mempel, 2003). This surveillance is critical 
for T-cell function, and entry into lymph nodes is mediated by a 
stepwise molecular cascade leading from selectin rolling by CD62L 
to up-regulation of the integrin lymphocyte function–associated an-
tigen 1 (LFA-1) by the chemokine receptor CCR7 (Mempel et al., 
2006). Several other molecules have also been shown to be impor-
tant for T-cell migration (Sinclair et al., 2008).

Our laboratory recently demonstrated a role for the T-cell surface 
molecule CD43 in regulating T-cell migration. CD43 is a heavily gly-
cosylated mucin-like protein highly expressed on leukocytes 
(Carlsson et al., 1986). Using a competitive in vivo assay, we found 
that CD43 positively regulates T-cell trafficking specifically to lymph 
nodes (Mody et al., 2007). The cytoplasmic region of CD43 is rich in 
serines and threonines that are highly conserved among rat, mouse, 
and human (>70% amino acid homology), strongly suggesting that 
the CD43 intracellular domain (ICD) can support signal transduction. 
We found that the serine 76 (S76; S347 of the full-length molecule) 
of the CD43 cytoplasmic tail is phosphorylated, and this phosphory-
lation mediates normal T-cell trafficking (Piller et al., 1989; Mody 
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et al., 2007). While it is clear that S76 phosphorylation is crucial for 
CD43 regulation of T-cell trafficking, the signals and molecules regu-
lating this phosphorylation remain unknown.

A key feature of CD43 function in T-cells is its specific localization 
within the migrating and activated T-cell. On activation, many mol-
ecules are localized to the T-cell antigen–presenting cell interface, 
termed the immunological synapse (IS) (Dustin, 2009). In contrast, 
CD43 localizes to the opposite pole of the IS, termed the distal pole 
complex (DPC) (Sperling et al., 1998; Allenspach et al., 2001; Delon 
et al., 2001). DPC formation is important for T-cell function, includ-
ing production of the cytokines interleukin-2 (IL-2) and interferon- . 
Other proteins also localize to the DPC, including phosphatases and 
inhibitors of T-cell activation, suggesting that the DPC may seques-
ter proteins inhibitory to full T-cell activation (Cullinan et al., 2002).

CD43 also redistributes to the uropod in migrating T-cells and 
neutrophils (del Pozo et al., 1995). The specific localization of CD43 
to the DPC and the uropod are dependent on CD43 interaction with 
the ezrin-radixin-moesin (ERM) proteins. ERM proteins play an im-
portant role in the plasma membrane–actin filament association and 
microvilli formation (Tsukita and Yonemura, 1997; Yonemura et al., 
1999). CD43 interacts with ERM proteins via a tripeptide KRR se-
quence within the CD43 cytoplasmic tail (Yonemura et al., 1993, 
1998). Perturbing CD43 interaction with ERM proteins either by mu-
tation of the CD43–ERM binding site or by overexpression of ERM 
proteins results in the loss of CD43 localization and IL-2 production 
(Tong et al., 2004).

In this study, we investigate the intracellular mechanisms that 
lead to CD43 phosphorylation and regulation of T-cell trafficking. 
We find that CD43 phosphorylation is regulated by chemokines and 
requires its association with ERM. In the absence of ERM associa-
tion, CD43 phosphorylation is decreased, but a constitutively phos-
phorylated mutant of CD43 partially rescues defects in CD43 local-
ization and T-cell trafficking without increasing direct binding to 
ERM proteins. These results show that CD43 localization and CD43 
effects on T-cell migration are mediated by two distinct molecular 
sites within CD43, one at the ERM interaction site and the other at 
the site of phosphorylation.

RESULTS
CD43 S76 phosphorylation is modulated by signals that 
control migration
We have previously demonstrated that CD43 is phosphorylated at 
S76 in the cytoplasmic tail, and T-cells unable to phosphorylate S76 
show a defect in lymph node accumulation, suggesting that signal-
ing pathways that regulate S76 phosphorylation would, in turn, 
regulate T-cell migration (Mody et al., 2007). To begin the study of 
the molecular mechanisms that control S76 phosphorylation, we 
generated an antibody that specifically detects only phosphorylated 
S76 within CD43 (Supplemental Figure 1). Using this antibody, we 
asked whether S76 phosphorylation can be modulated by specific 
stimuli known to regulate T-cell trafficking in vivo, including the 
chemokine CCL21, which binds CCR7 to induce T-cell entry into 
lymph nodes. We also investigated the role of the extracellular do-
main of CD43, which we previously showed to be important in T-cell 
migration (Mody et al., 2007).

We treated purified T-cells with CCL21 or anti-CD43 cross-linking 
as well as the phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) ester as a pos-
itive control as we and others had previously found total CD43 
phosphorylation increased with PMA (Mody et al., 2007). In agree-
ment with our previous finding, we see that S76 is phosphorylated 
in resting naïve T-cells and phosphorylation is dramatically increased 
two- to fourfold upon stimulation with PMA (Figure 1). CCL21 also 

consistently increases S76 phosphorylation, although not to the ex-
tent seen with PMA (Figure 1, B and C; 50% vs. 200–400%). Similar 
increases in S76 phosphorylation were seen using other chemokines 
such as stromal cell–derived factor 1  (SDF1 ) (unpublished data). 
Increased S76 phosphorylation can be detected as early as 5 min, 
and decreases back to baseline by 60 min (Figure 1B). CD43 cross-
linking induced decreased S76 phosphorylation at late time points, 
beginning at 60 min (Figure 1B) and continuing to decline to 16 h 

FIGURE 1: CD43 S76 phosphorylation is modulated by PMA, 
chemokine, and CD43 cross-linking. (A–C) T lymphoblasts were 
activated by PMA, CCL21, or -CD43 (R260) for indicated times; 
lysed; analyzed on SDS–PAGE; and blotted for phospho-S76 and total 
CD43 on the same membrane. The molecular weight markers are 
visible only in one channel of the dual channel detection on the Li-Cor 
Odyssey. (B) Quantitation of S76 phosphorylation from (A) normalized 
to total CD43. (C) Quantitation of S76 phosphorylation in response to 
PMA and CCL21 from an average of three independent experiments.
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find that CD43-FL T-cells increased S76 phosphorylation almost 
twofold to CCL21 while CD43-NGG T-cells show no increase in S76 
phosphorylation (Figure 2B, middle). CD43-NGG T-cells do respond 
to PMA, but the response is dramatically decreased compared with 
CD43-FL T-cells (Figure 2B, left). The difference in S76 phosphoryla-
tion between CD43-FL and CD43-NGG T-cells is not seen in re-
sponse to CD43 cross-linking (Figure 2B, right). To ensure that the 
differences in S76 phosphorylation are not due to developmental 
differences in the CD43-FL and CD43-NGG Tg mice, we also tested 
S76 phosphorylation in CD43-deficient T-cells retrovirally trans-
duced with CD43-FL or CD43-NGG. We find the same results as 
those seen in T-cells from CD43-FL and CD43-NGG Tg mice (un-
published data).

The cytoplasmic tail of CD43 was recently shown to translocate 
to the nucleus, and previous studies have suggested that this trans-
location may depend on the same KRR site that regulates CD43–
ERM binding (Andersson et al., 2004; Seo and Ziltener, 2009). To 
ensure that the decrease in S76 phosphorylation seen in CD43-NGG 
mutants was due to ERM binding instead of other effects, we gener-
ated T-cells deficient in ERM proteins and tested for S76 phospho-
rylation. T-cells express ezrin and moesin, and deletion of ezrin and 
moesin represents deletion of the ERM family in T-cells; these cells 
were used previously to show that ezrin and moesin act together to 
mediate IL-2 production and proximal T-cell signaling (Shaffer et al., 
2009). We generated ezrin/moesin double-deficient T-cells by si-
lencing moesin in ezrin-deficient T-cells (Ez!/!MoSiM). We compared 
CD43 S76 phosphorylation in response to PMA and CCL21 in ezrin/
moesin double-deficient T-cells with T-cells that express both ezrin 
and moesin (Ez+/+MoSiC). Ez!/!MoSiM express 20–25% of wild-type 
levels of moesin (Figure 3A, top). We find that while CD43 S76 
phosphorylation in response to PMA in the ezrin/moesin double-
deficient T-cells is similar to wild-type T-cells, CCL21-induced phos-
phorylation in ezrin/moesin double-deficient cells is blocked, similar 
to that seen in CD43-NGG mutants (compare Figures 2B and 3B). 
The lack of CCL21-induced S76 phosphorylation in both CD43-
NGG and Ez!/!MoSiM T-cells demonstrates that ERM proteins play a 
crucial role in regulating CD43 S76 phosphorylation in response to 
CCL21.

ERM proteins regulate CD43 effects on T-cell migration
We previously showed that CD43 S76 phosphorylation is important 
in regulating T-cell migration, and we now find that CD43 binding to 
ERM proteins regulates S76 phosphorylation. This led us to hypoth-
esize that CD43 interaction with ERM proteins should also regulate 
T-cell trafficking to lymph nodes. We first utilized an in vitro transwell 
migration system to assay migration to specific stimuli involved in 
T-cell entry into lymph nodes, specifically CCL21-induced migration 
via CCR7. We asked whether CD43-NGG mutants migrate normally 
in response to CCL21. Briefly, CD43-deficient T-cells transduced 
with CD43-FL or the CD43-NGG mutant were differentially fluores-
cently labeled. Both populations were then combined and allowed 
to migrate toward the chemokine CCL21 together within the same 
well. The differentially labeled CD43-FL and CD43-NGG migrated 
cell populations were analyzed by flow cytometry and the ratio of 
CD43-FL to CD43-NGG populations calculated. As the input ratio 
of FL:NGG populations differed from experiment to experiment 
(see Supplemental Figure 5 for raw percentages), we normalized the 
migration of FL- or NGG-expressing T-cells to the input ratio in each 
experiment to assess the effect of CCL21 (Figure 4A). We find that 
CD43-NGG T-cells show defects in migrating to CCL21 compared 
with CD43-FL T-cells, as shown by the increased ratio of FL:NGG 
above 1, reflecting the fact that more CD43-FL cells migrated to 

(Figure 1, A and B). S76 phosphorylation does not change signifi-
cantly upon T-cell receptor (TCR) signaling and integrin engagement 
(unpublished data). Together these data demonstrate that phos-
phorylation at S76 is modulated by migration signals including 
chemokines and CD43 ligand binding.

CD43 association with ERM proteins regulates S76 
phosphorylation
CD43 function in T-cells depends on its movement to the uropod of 
migrating cells and to the DPC upon T-cell activation through inter-
action of a tripeptide KRR sequence with the ERM family of cytoskel-
etal regulatory proteins (Yonemura et al., 1998). When the KRR is 
mutated to NGG, CD43 cannot bind to ERM proteins and CD43 
movement to the DPC and the uropod is blocked (Tong et al., 2004). 
Because of the importance of the CD43–ERM association in CD43 
function, we hypothesized that ERM binding would also regulate 
S76 phosphorylation. We assessed S76 phosphorylation using trans-
genic (Tg) mice that expressed either full-length CD43 (CD43-FL) or 
the NGG mutant of CD43 (CD43-NGG) to abolish ERM association. 
CD43-FL and CD43-NGG Tg mice express CD43 in all T-cells (see 
Supplemental Figure 2).

We purified T-cells from CD43-FL and CD43-NGG Tg mice and 
tested S76 phosphorylation. We found that PMA and CCL21 in-
creased S76 phosphorylation in CD43-FL T-cells similar to wild-type 
T-cells (Figure 2A). In contrast, CD43-NGG T-cells show blunted S76 
phosphorylation in response to PMA and CCL21 compared with 
CD43-FL T-cells (Figure 2, A and B). Because CD43 expression levels 
were slightly lower in CD43-NGG Tg T-cells compared with CD43-
FL T-cells (Supplemental Figure 2), we quantitated S76 phosphoryla-
tion by normalizing to total CD43 levels. After normalization, we 

FIGURE 2: Failure to bind ERM proteins decreases CD43 S76 
phosphorylation. (A and B) T-cells from Tg mice expressing CD43-FL 
or CD43-NGG were purified; activated with PMA, CCL21, or 
anti-CD43 (R260) for indicated times; lysed; and blotted for 
phospho-S76 and total CD43 (S11). (B) Quantitation of S76 
phosphorylation shown in (A) normalized to total CD43.
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demonstrating that there is no selective advantage in survival or 
circulation of CD43-FL compared with CD43-NGG T-cells. In con-
trast, the lymph nodes showed preferential accumulation of CD43-
FL compared with CD43-NGG T-cells, with 60% CD43-FL T-cells 
compared with 40% CD43-NGG T-cells (Figure 4B). These results 
show that CD43 association with ERM proteins is required for nor-
mal trafficking of T-cells to lymph nodes.

Constitutive S76 phosphorylation enhances T-cell migration
CD43 interaction with ERM proteins is important to regulate both 
S76 phosphorylation and T-cell trafficking. Because the lack of S76 
phosphorylation leads to defects in migration, these results suggest 
that the defect in migration in the CD43-NGG T-cells is likely due to 
the inability of these cells to phosphorylate CD43 at S76. However, 
ERM proteins regulate many aspects of the actin cytoskeleton, and 
it is possible that a block in CD43–ERM interactions may affect T-cell 
migration independently of the effect on S76 phosphorylation. To 
test whether the migration defects in CD43-NGG T-cells are a result 
of the lack of S76 phosphorylation, we changed the serine residue at 

CCL21 compared with CD43-NGG within the same well (Figure 4A). 
CD43-NGG mutants also show defects in migration to the LFA-1 
integrin ligand intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) (unpub-
lished data). These results suggest that a block in CD43 interaction 
with ERM proteins inhibits T-cell migration. We found no difference 
in the expression levels of CD62L, CCR7, or LFA-1 between CD43-
FL and CD43-NGG T-cells (unpublished data), indicating that ex-
pression of these cell surface receptors is not responsible for any 
potential migration defect.

To confirm that the in vitro migration defects seen in the CD43-
NGG mutants were recapitulated in vivo, we directly compared the 
ability of CD43-FL– and CD43-NGG–expressing T-cells to migrate 
to lymph nodes. Briefly, CD43-deficient T-cells are retrovirally trans-
duced with either CD43-FL or CD43-NGG, labeled with different 
fluorescent dyes, and transferred into recipients (Mody et al., 2007). 
After 16 h, blood, lymph nodes, and spleen were removed and the 
ratio of CD43-FL and CD43-NGG cells determined. The ratio in the 
blood and spleen remained 1:1 (Figure 4B, 50% FL, 50% NGG), 

FIGURE 3: Ezrin/moesin double-deficient T-cells show defective CD43 
S76 phosphorylation in response to chemokine signaling. (A and B) 
Ezrin+/+ or ezrin!/! T-cells were transfected with siRNA duplexes to 
murine moesin or control siRNA as described in Materials and 
Methods. Ez+/+MosiC or Ez!/!MosiM cells were either unstimulated or 
stimulated with PMA or CCL21 as indicated, lysed, and analyzed by 
SDS–PAGE. (A) Samples were blotted for ERM and actin to determine 
the level of moesin knockdown and actin blotted as a loading control 
(top). Cells were then analyzed for CD43 S76 phosphorylation, and 
level of S76 phosphorylation and total CD43 are shown from one 
representative experiment (middle and bottom). (B) Quantitation of 
S76 phosphorylation in response to PMA and CCL21 normalized to 
total CD43 (average of three independent experiments). ***p < 0.001 
using two-way analysis of variance comparing CCL21-induced pS76 
phosphorylation in T-cells expressing Ez+/+MosiC and Ez!/!MosiM at all 
time points.

FIGURE 4: CD43 binding to ERM proteins regulates T-cell trafficking. 
(A and B) DO.CD43!/! T-cells were transduced with CD43-FL or 
CD43-NGG mutants, harvested, purified, and labeled as described in 
the Materials and Methods. (A) Equal numbers of FL and NGG T-cells 
were mixed and added to the top of a 3-µm Costar Transwell 
apparatus. The ratio of FL and NGG T-cell migration was assayed after 
addition of 300 ng/ml CCL21 to the bottom of the transwell for 1 h. 
***p < 0.001. (B) CD43-FL T-cells were mixed with equal numbers of 
CD43-NGG T-cells and injected into recipients. Blood, spleen, and 
lymph nodes were harvested and analyzed for ratio of CD4+ FL:NGG 
cells within the dyed population by flow cytometry. Horizontal bars 
represent the mean and the SD shown.
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within CD43 may also contribute to ERM binding (Yonemura et al., 
1998). CD43 localizes to both the distal pole and the uropod of mi-
grating T-cells. The uropod is marked by a tail at one end of an 
elongated T-cell, often raised up from the body of the T-cell, project-
ing it slightly out of the plane of focus (Figure 6A, DIC). The uropod 
is clearly demarcated by the presence of the microtubule-organizing 
center, labeled as a concentrated point of tubulin staining (Figure 6A, 
tubulin). We and others have previously shown that CD43 localiza-
tion to the DPC and the uropod is dependent on CD43 interaction 
with ERM proteins. To test the possibility that S76 phosphorylation 
may affect ERM association, we used CD43 localization to the uro-
pod as a marker of ERM binding.

CD43-FL is efficiently moved to the uropod of migrating T-cells 
while CD43-NGG mutants show almost no movement to the uropod 
at all (see Figure 6, A and B). As the absolute number of cells showing 
CD43 localization to the uropod changes from experiment to ex-
periment, we normalized the level of localization in CD43-FL–ex-
pressing T-cells to 100% and compared the level of localization in 
the CD43 mutants to CD43-FL. When the number of T-cells showing 
CD43 localized to the uropod in CD43-FL–expressing T-cells is com-
pared with CD43-NGG mutants, fewer than 6% of CD43-NGG mu-
tants show CD43 at the uropod (Figure 6B). The S76D mutant alone 

76 to an aspartic acid (S76D). The S to D mutation has been used in 
other proteins to mimic constitutive phosphorylation (Uff et al., 
1995). We find that the S76D mutant shows no effect on T-cell pro-
liferation (Supplemental Figure 3A). We then tested the role of phos-
phorylation in migration using the transwell migration assay. CD43-
S76D and CD43-FL cells were differentially fluorescently labeled, 
then added together, and allowed to migrate to CCL21. Interest-
ingly, the S76D mutant slightly but significantly enhanced T-cell mi-
gration over that of CD43-FL T-cells, demonstrating that increasing 
S76 phosphorylation alone enhances T-cell migration (Figure 5A).

To test whether the migration defect in CD43-NGG T-cells is due 
to the block in S76 phosphorylation, we made the mutant that mim-
ics constitutive phosphorylation at S76 (S76D) in combination with 
CD43-NGG, named the CD43-NGG-S76D. The CD43-NGG-S76D 
mutant mimics phosphorylation at S76 in the absence of CD43 
binding to ERM proteins via the KRR. We introduced CD43-FL, 
CD43-NGG, and CD43-NGG-S76D mutants into CD43-deficient T-
cells and compared the relative migration of each population in re-
sponse to CCL21 and ICAM. CD43-NGG-S76D T-cells showed a 
slight (20%) but consistently significant increase in migration com-
pared with CD43-NGG T-cells to CCL21 (Figure 5B). The same was 
found in response to ICAM (unpublished data). The trend was repro-
duced in the in vivo migration assay to lymph nodes, but the in-
crease was not significant (unpublished data). The restoration of 
migration in CD43-NGG-S76D was partial, as CD43-NGG-S76D 
mutants still showed a defect in migration compared with CD43-FL 
T-cells (Supplemental Figure 4). These results show that constitutive 
S76 phosphorylation alone can mediate T-cell migration, even in the 
absence of the ERM binding site.

S76 phosphorylation does not restore CD43 movement  
to uropods
While CD43 binding to ERM proteins regulates S76 phosphoryla-
tion, previous evidence suggested that the domain containing S76 

FIGURE 5: Constitutive phosphorylation at S76 partially reconstitutes 
T-cell migration in the absence of ERM protein binding. DO.CD43!/! 
T-cells were transduced with CD43-FL, CD43-S76D, CD43-NGGS76D, 
or CD43-NGG mutants; harvested; and labeled. (A) CD43-S76D– and 
CD43-FL– or (B) CD43-NGGS76D– and CD43-NGG–expressing T-cells 
were added to a 3-µm Costar Transwell apparatus and migration was 
assayed as described in Figure 3. ***p < 0.001.

FIGURE 6: Constitutive phosphorylation at S76 does not reconstitute 
CD43 movement to the T-cell uropod. DO.CD43!/! T-cells were 
transduced with CD43-FL, CD43-NGGS76D, or CD43-NGG mutants; 
harvested; and labeled. Purified retrovirally transduced T-cells were 
treated with SDF1  and processed for immunofluorescence. Cells 
were scored for CD43 localization to the uropod. (A) Representative 
T-cells expressing CD43-FL, CD43-NGG, and CD43-NGGS76D 
mutants stained for tubulin and CD43. Scale bar indicates 20 µm.  
(B) Average of the quantitation of CD43 localized to the uropod in at 
least 50 cells in three independent experiments. Percentage of 
localization was normalized to CD43-FL as 100%.
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transferase (GST) proteins fused to the ICD of CD43. GST-CD43 
pulled down Ez-GFP while the NGG mutant of the ICD did not, re-
capitulating published results that the KRR is important in ERM 
binding (Figure 8, A and B). In agreement with previously published 
data, we find that the NGG mutation significantly blocked CD43 
binding to ezrin (Figure 8B). Interestingly, contrary to our hypothesis, 
we found that GST-CD43-NGG-S76D did not enhance binding to 
ERM proteins above that seen with GST-CD43-NGG. In fact, the 
S76D mutation alone abolished binding to Ez-GFP, blocking ezrin 
binding to the same extent seen with NGG (Figure 8B), suggesting 
that phosphorylation alone inhibits CD43–ERM association. We 
found the same results using in vitro phosphorylated GST-CD43 and 
GST-CD43-NGG mutants, suggesting that these results are not due 
to a structural artifact of the S to D mutation (unpublished data). 
These data demonstrate that phosphorylation at S76 does not 
enhance CD43 interaction with ERM proteins to mediate CD43 
movement and T-cell migration.

PKC  can mediate CD43 S76 phosphorylation
To further investigate the signaling components that regulate T-cell 
trafficking via S76 phosphorylation, we sought to identify the kinase 
that may participate in phosphorylating CD43 at S76. We began our 

does not change CD43 movement to the uropod or distal pole 
alone compared with wild-type CD43 (Supplemental Figure 3, B 
and C). To ask whether S76 phosphorylation can localize CD43 in 
the absence of KRR-mediated ERM binding, we assessed whether 
the S76D mutation in conjunction with the NGG mutant (CD43-
NGG-S76D) would enhance CD43 localization to the uropod of mi-
grating T-cells. While some CD43-NGG-S76D mutants showed 
CD43 localization to the uropod similar to CD43-FL (Figure 6A), 
quantitation of CD43 movement demonstrated that only 25% of 
CD43-NGG-S76D–expressing T-cells showed CD43 localization at 
the uropod compared with CD43-FL (Figure 6B). The difference be-
tween CD43-NGG and CD43-NGG-S76D localization to the uropod 
approached but did not reach significance (p = 0.06). The vast ma-
jority of CD43-NGG-S76D mutants showed no specific CD43 local-
ization to the uropod. These results show that CD43 phosphoryla-
tion cannot fully restore CD43 localization to the uropod in the 
absence of the KRR sequence.

CD43 phosphorylation can restore CD43 localization 
to the DPC
In addition to localization to the uropod, CD43 also localizes to the 
DPC upon T-cell activation. The signals driving CD43 localization to 
the uropod are different from those that drive CD43 to the DPC as 
the uropod is formed by chemokine signaling while the DPC is 
formed after TCR activation. However, ERM proteins have been 
demonstrated to be important for CD43 localization to both struc-
tures (Allenspach et al., 2001). To assess the role of CD43 phospho-
rylation on CD43 localization to the DPC, we took DO.CD43!/! T-
cells transduced with CD43-FL and assessed CD43 movement to 
the distal pole upon activation by an A20 B-cell loaded with the 
cognate ovalbumin (OVA) peptide. Similar to CD43 localization to 
the uropod, in CD43-FL–transduced T-cells, CD43-FL moved effi-
ciently to the DPC while CD43-NGG–expressing T-cells cannot re-
distribute CD43 to the distal pole (Figure 7A). As a control and 
shown previously, CD43 mutants do not perturb protein kinase C  
(PKC ) localization to the synapse, demonstrating that signaling to 
the synapse is intact in CD43-NGG and CD43-NGG-S76D mutants 
(Tong et al., 2004 and Figure 7A). To quantitate the level of reconsti-
tution of CD43 localization, we again normalized the level of CD43 
localization to that seen in CD43-FL, as the absolute number of cells 
with CD43 localization differed from experiment to experiment.

Interestingly, CD43 movement to the distal pole is partially re-
stored in CD43-NGG-S76D T-cells. Over 70% of the CD43-NGG-
S76D–expressing mutants showed CD43 at the DPC when normal-
ized to the number of CD43-FL T-cells with CD43 at the DPC (Figure 
7B). This is in contrast to the CD43-NGG mutants, in which fewer 
than 25% of the CD43-NGG mutants show CD43 localization to the 
DPC (Figure 7B). These results show that CD43 S76 phosphorylation 
can mediate CD43 movement to the DPC in the absence of the 
KRR.

CD43 phosphorylation does not directly enhance  
ERM binding
We have shown that constitutive CD43 phosphorylation partially re-
stores CD43 movement to the DPC in the absence of the KRR, 
raising the possibility that S76 phosphorylation may confer ERM 
binding independently of the KRR. To ask whether CD43 phospho-
rylation directly mediates CD43 binding to ERM proteins, we tested 
the binding of the CD43-NGG-S76D mutant to ERM proteins. We 
transfected 293T cells with the green fluorescent protein (GFP)–
tagged N-terminal FERM domain of ezrin responsible for CD43 
binding. We then immunoprecipitated Ez-GFP with glutathione S-

FIGURE 7: Constitutive phosphorylation at S76 partially reconstitutes 
CD43 movement to the distal pole complex. DO.CD43!/! T-cells were 
transduced with CD43-FL, CD43-NGGS76D, or CD43-NGG mutants; 
harvested; and labeled. Purified retrovirally transduced T-cells were 
conjugated to OVA peptide–loaded, CellTracker™ Blue (7-amino-4-
chloromethylcoumarin) (CMAC)–stained A20 B-cells and processed for 
immunofluorescence. (A) Representative T-cell–B-cell conjugates are 
shown with the B-cell labeled with CMAC in blue, CD43 in red, and 
PKC  in green. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. (B) Cells were scored for 
CD43 localization to the DPC as previously described. Average of the 
quantitation of CD43 localized to the DPC in at least 50 T–B-cell 
conjugates in four independent experiments. Percent localization was 
normalized to CD43-FL as 100%. **p < 0.01.
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purified PKC . PKC  phosphorylated GST-CD43 specifically at S76 
as detected by anti–phospho-S76 (Figure 9B). There was no phos-
phorylation of GST alone without CD43. The S76 to A (GST-CD43-
S76A) showed only background levels of staining by anti-pS76 anti-
body. As a control, we mutated another phosphorylation site 
identified in the CD43 cytoplasmic tail, S72 to A, which should not 
perturb S76 phosphorylation. The GST-CD43-S72A mutant shows 
the same level of S76 phosphorylation compared with GST-CD43. 
These results show that PKC  can phosphorylate CD43 at S76.

DISCUSSION
T-cell migration to lymph nodes is dependent on CD62L, CCR7, and 
LFA-1 on T-cells interacting with ligands on endothelial cells. We 
recently demonstrated a role for the cell surface mucin CD43 in 
regulating T-cell migration via the novel cytoplasmic serine 
phosphorylation site S76. We now find that S76 phosphorylation is 
responsive to migration cues and depends on CD43 association 
with ERM proteins. Phosphorylation at S76 alone can increase T-cell 
migration and CD43 localization to the DPC, but S76 phosphoryla-
tion-mediated migration and localization does not occur through 
enhanced ERM binding. Thus although CD43 phosphorylation de-
pends on ERM binding, once phosphorylated, S76 phosphorylation 

analysis using broad-based kinase inhibitors to narrow our range of 
possible candidates. Computer-aided programs based on homol-
ogy to known substrates identified the PKC family, as well as protein 
kinase A (PKA) and glycogen synthase kinase 3  (GSK-3 ), as ki-
nases that may phosphorylate S76. We compared the inhibition of 
S76 phosphorylation in the presence of inhibitors of PKA (H-89), 
PKC family members (bisindolylmaleimide I and rottlerin), and 
GSK-3  (LiCl) as well as a pan-serine-threonine kinase inhibitor (stau-
rosporin). Staurosporin inhibits S76 phosphorylation almost com-
pletely, while inhibition of PKA and GSK-3  had no effect on S76 
phosphorylation (Figure 9A). In contrast, inhibition of PKC family 
members by both bisindolylmaleimide I and rottlerin inhibited S76 
phosphorylation by 50%. These data together with our finding that 
PMA can enhance S76 phosphorylation narrowed the candidate ki-
nase to a member of the PKC family.

PKC family members are categorized into several subgroups 
based on structure and responsiveness to stimuli: Classical ( , I and 
II, and ) are activated by PMA and calcium; novel ( , , , and ) are 

activated by PMA but not calcium; and atypical ( ) are not activated 
by either PMA or calcium (Spitaler and Cantrell, 2004). S76 phos-
phorylation is increased by PMA (Figure 1) but not by calcium iono-
phore (unpublished data), suggesting that the candidate is likely to 
be in the novel subfamily. PKC  is a novel PKC that is well character-
ized in T-cells, and thus we asked whether PKC  was capable of 
phosphorylating CD43 in vitro. We generated GST fusion constructs 
containing the cytoplasmic tail of CD43 (GST-CD43) and added 

FIGURE 8: CD43 phosphorylation does not enhance ERM binding.  
(A and B) 293T cells transfected with Ez-FERM-GFP were lysed and 
lysates incubated with the indicated GST CD43 fusion proteins 
confirmed for equal loading by Coomassie stain. Immunoprecipitates 
were processed by SDS–PAGE and blotted with anti-GFP to detect 
ezrin. (B) Quantitation of ezrin binding phosphorylation shown in  
(A) normalized to GST signal in three independent experiments.  
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

FIGURE 9: PKC  can phosphorylate CD43 at S76. (A) T lymphoblasts 
were incubated in the presence of indicated inhibitors of specified 
kinases (in parentheses) for 2 h, cells were lysed, and lysates were 
analyzed on SDS–PAGE and blotted for phospho-S76 and actin.  
(B) GST, GST-CD43, and GST-CD43 mutant fusion constructs were 
incubated with or without purified PKC , analyzed by SDS–PAGE, 
detected for anti–phospho-S76, and stained with Coomassie stain.
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Our studies identify PKC  as the likely kinase responsible for S76 
phosphorylation. The PKC proteins are important signaling molecules 
downstream of extracellular receptors leading to changes in cellular 
proliferation, cytoskeletal changes, and differentiation (Spitaler and 
Cantrell, 2004). In T-cells, PKC  is an important signaling molecule 
downstream of TCR leading to T-cell survival and differentiation 
through activation of NF B, NFAT, and AP-1 (Tan and Parker, 2003). 
We hypothesize that ERM proteins may function to recruit kinases to 
CD43 mediating S76 phosphorylation. Interestingly, PKC  was shown 
to bind to and phosphorylate moesin (Pietromonaco et al., 1998). 
Our data do not preclude the possibility that other kinases may also 
phosphorylate and regulate S76 phosphorylation, such as LOK, which 
was recently shown to phosphorylate ERM proteins and mediate T-
cell migration (Belkina et al., 2009). It remains to be determined how 
precisely S76 phosphorylation regulates T-cell migration. Recent evi-
dence demonstrates that the CD43 extracellular domain can be 
cleaved by -secretase and then the intracellular tail subsequently 
translocated to the nucleus to promote T-cell survival (Mambole 
et al., 2008; Seo and Ziltener, 2009). It is possible that S76 phospho-
rylation may modulate CD43 translocation or its downstream effects 
in the nucleus. In addition, other groups have found that CD43 af-
fects homotypic adhesion in T-cells through up-regulation of CD11a/
CD18 (LFA-1) (Sanchez-Mateos et al., 1995). While we see no changes 
in the expression of LFA-1 or other molecules that regulate T-cell traf-
ficking, such as CD62L and CCR7 (unpublished data; Mody et al., 
2007), CD43 may affect the function of these molecules. We also find 
that CD43 S76 phosphorylation is responsive to both extracellular 
and intracellular cues that in turn regulate T-cell migration. The CD43 
extracellular domain is highly glycosylated, and the glycosylation 
likely mediates CD43 interaction with several ligands that regulate 
T-cell migration, including E-selectin and galectin-1 (Matsumoto 
et al., 2005; He and Baum, 2006). It is also possible that S76 phos-
phorylation may, in turn, regulate the binding of CD43 to its ligands 
and lead to changes in migration. Finally, S76 phosphorylation may 
provide a platform for yet unidentified novel interactions that trans-
duce signals that result in changes to T-cell migration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
TCR Tg DO11.10XCD43!/! (DO.CD43!/!) were previously described 
(Tong et al., 2004). All mice were bred and/or maintained in a spe-
cific pathogen-free condition in barrier facilities (Chicago, IL) and 
conform to the principles outlined by the Animal Welfare Act and the 
National Institutes of Health guidelines. CD43-FL and CD43-NGG 
Tg mice were made in B6.CD43!/! mice by placing CD43-FL and 
CD43-NGG under the proximal lck promoter, human growth hor-
mone gene polyadenylation site, and locus control region elements 
from the human CD2 gene (Wang et al., 2001). Three independent 
founder lines of each were produced, and one of each was selected 
for maintenance based on similar cell surface expression of CD43.

Reagents and antibodies
Affinity-purified -CD28 (PV-1), -CD3 (145-2C11), -GFP, and 

-CD43 (S11 and R2/60) were prepared in our laboratory. -CD4, 
-CD44, -CD62L, -CD45.1, -CD45.2, -CD90.1, and -CD90.2 

were from eBiosciences (San Diego, CA); -actin was from Sigma 
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO); -tubulin was from Thermo Fisher; and 

-PKC  was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). 
CCL21 was from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ), and ICAM-Fc was 
from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). For the Li-Cor Odyssey 
system, -rabbit 680 conjugates were from Invitrogen, Molecular 
Probes (Carlsbad, CA), and -rat 800 conjugates were from 
Rockland (Gilbertsville, PA).

can regulate T-cell migration and CD43 localization independent of 
ERM binding.

ERM proteins can regulate T-cell motility through several differ-
ent mechanisms. ERM proteins control microvilli formation and reg-
ulate microvilli length in multiple cell types including T-cells 
(Yonemura et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2003). ERM proteins also local-
ize to the uropod and have been implicated in uropod formation, 
although whether they are required for uropod formation is still un-
clear (Lee et al., 2004). Additionally, ERM proteins directly interact 
with several proteins that can regulate T-cell motility, including CD44 
and CD62L, the selectin responsible for lymph node entry of T-cells 
(Ivetic et al., 2002; Legg et al., 2002). We now show that ERM pro-
teins also regulate T-cell trafficking through CD43 S76 phosphoryla-
tion. CD43 regulation of T-cell motility depends on S76 phosphory-
lation, and we find that abrogation of CD43–ERM association either 
by CD43 mutation or ERM deficiency decreases S76 phosphoryla-
tion, which results in decreased T-cell trafficking both in vitro and in 
vivo.

The juxtamembrane KRR sequence within CD43 is necessary for 
CD43 binding to ERM proteins, as mutation of this sequence abol-
ishes binding (Figure 8 and Yonemura et al., 1998). However, an ad-
ditional region between amino acids 62 and 78 of CD43 ICD was 
also shown to participate in ERM binding, and crystal structure evi-
dence shows that amino acids adjacent to the KRR sequence also 
participate in CD43 binding to ERM proteins (Serrador et al., 1998; 
Yonemura et al., 1998; Takai et al., 2008). Furthermore, phosphory-
lation of other ERM binding partners, CD44 and ICAM-3, can modu-
late ERM interaction (Legg et al., 2002; Serrador et al., 2002). These 
results led us to hypothesize that S76 phosphorylation may also 
regulate CD43–ERM association. Our findings show that phospho-
rylation at S76 decreased ERM binding even in the presence of the 
KRR sequence. The interaction between ICAM-3 and ERM proteins 
has also been shown to depend on serine residues (Serrador et al., 
2002). Similar to our findings, mutation of serines in CD44 and 
ICAM-3 to aspartic acid also inhibits CD44 and ICAM-3 interaction 
with ERMs. However, CD43 and CD44 differ from ICAM-3 in that 
while the S to A mutation blocks ICAM-3–ERM binding, S to A muta-
tion alone in CD43 and CD44 does not affect ERM association (Fig-
ure 8 and Serrador et al., 2002). Thus while serine residues and 
phosphorylation in CD43, CD44, and ICAM-3 all affect ERM bind-
ing, the specific effect of phosphorylation on ERM association dif-
fers between each downstream binding partner.

Interestingly, we find that while CD43 phosphorylation at S76 
does not increase ERM association, constitutive phosphorylation in 
the absence of ERM binding partially restores both T-cell trafficking 
and CD43 movement to the DPC. This is surprising for two reasons. 
First, our previous results had shown that CD43 movement was de-
pendent on ERM association (Tong et al., 2004). Second, phospho-
rylation at S76 did not change CD43 localization to the DPC (Mody 
et al., 2007). These data suggest that while ERM association by KRR 
is sufficient to mediate CD43 localization to the DPC, phosphoryla-
tion represents a mechanism to regulate CD43 movement and T-cell 
migration independent of ERM proteins. Our results also show that 
while CD43 phosphorylation is not required for CD43 movement to 
the DPC, the S76D mutation reveals an alternative ERM-indepen-
dent pathway that can drive CD43 movement downstream of TCR 
signaling. It is also clear that CD43 binding to ERM proteins regulates 
T-cell migration independently of its effects on migration, as phos-
phorylation at S76 in the absence of ERM binding only partially re-
stores T-cell migration. Our data demonstrate that two independent 
regulatory mechanisms within CD43 can control CD43 movement 
and effects on T-cell migration, the ERM binding domain (KRR) and 
the S76 phosphorylation site.
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GST-CD43 precipitation with ezrin-GFP
293T cells were transfected for 48 h with a truncated ezrin tagged 
with GFP as described in Allenspach et al. (2001) and lysed. Equal 
amounts of glutathione beads coupled to individual GST-CD43 mu-
tants were added to cell lysates and incubated at 4°C for 2 h, and 
then GST precipitates were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and blotted 
with anti-GFP to detect the ezrin binding.

In vivo migration
Competitive migration assays were performed as described with 
slight modification (Mody et al., 2007). T-cells were labeled with ei-
ther 5 µM carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) and 0.25 µM 
CFSE, or 5 µM CFSE and 4 µM PKH-26. Differentially dyed popula-
tions were mixed in equal numbers and 2  107 cells injected into 
recipient mice. Balb/c.Thy1.2 T-cells expressing CD43 mutant con-
structs were injected into Balb/c.Thy1.1 recipients. Input cells were 
identified by Thy1.2, CD4, CD43, and the dye. Organs were har-
vested and input cells identified by Ly5.2.

Transwell migration assay
Approximately 1  105 T-cells were labeled with 5 µM CFSE 
or 0.25 µM CFSE, mixed, and added in a 1:1 ratio to the top of a 
Costar (Corning Acton, MA) 3.0-µm Transwell permeable support 
apparatus. For CCL21 conditions, 300 ng/ml CCL21 was added to 
the bottom of the transwell apparatus. For ICAM conditions, the 
transwell apparatus was coated with 6 µg/ml ICAM overnight, 
washed in phosphate-buffered saline, then blocked with 2.5% bo-
vine serum albumin for 2 h, and washed, and cells were added to 
the top. At the end of the incubation period, transwell apparatuses 
and unmigrated cells were discarded, and migrated cells were ana-
lyzed and normalized to the input population using the LSRII (BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA).

Immunofluorescence staining and microscopy
Immunofluorescence staining assessing CD43 localization was per-
formed as previously described (Allenspach et al., 2001).

In vitro kinase assay
GST fusion constructs were prepared and incubated with purified 
PKC  (Upstate Technologies, Millipore, Lake Placid, NY) using 
the manufacturer’s protocol with nonradioactively labeled ATP. 
Phosphorylation at S76 was detected using the anti–phospho-
S76 antibody.

Statistical analysis
All statistics were done using a paired Student’s two-tailed t test. 
Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Generation of phospho-S76 antibody
Rabbit anti–phospho-S76-specific CD43 antibody was produced at 
Zymed Laboratories, Invitrogen (South San Francisco, CA) by im-
munizing rabbits with serine-phosphorylated CD43 peptide RQG-
PS76-LVLEELK. We began counting at the intracellular region, so S76 
is actually S347 from the starting methionine. The resulting antisera 
were positively affinity purified by binding the phosphorylated form 
of peptide coupled to resin and adding antisera to the column. To 
ensure no cross-reactivity with nonphosphorylated CD43, the eluted 
fraction comprising the positively purified antibodies was passed 
through a column bound with the equivalent unphosphorylated 
peptide. The flow-through was collected and tested for specific re-
activity toward phosphorylated CD43 S76 (see Results and Supple-
mental Figure 1).

Immunoblotting
Nylon-nonadherent lymph node T-cells or retrovirally transduced 
T-cells were treated with either 50 ng/ml PMA, 300 ng/ml CCL21, 
or 5 µg/ml -CD43 (R2/60) for the indicated times and analyzed as 
previously described (Cannon et al., 2008). Cells were lysed in lysis 
buffer (0.5% TX-100, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 5 mM 
EDTA, 1 mM NaF, 1 mM Na3VO4, and protease inhibitors: 10 µg/ml 
aprotinin, 1 mM Pefabloc [Roche Applied Sciences, Mannheim, 
Germany], and 10 µg/ml leupeptin) before being analyzed by 
SDS–PAGE. For treatment with phosphatase, T-cells were lysed in 
lysis buffer as described previously, then treated with shrimp alka-
line phosphatase for 30 min, and analyzed by SDS–PAGE. All West-
ern blotting signal was detected with the Odyssey system (Li-Cor 
Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). For treatment with inhibitors, T-cells were 
treated with indicated inhibitors at the following concentrations for 
2 h: 10 µM H89 (Biomol International, Plymouth Meeting, PA); 
20 mM LiCl (Sigma Aldrich); 1 µM staurosporin, 1µM bisindolylma-
leimide I, and 10 µM rottlerin (Calbiochem, Gibbstown, NJ).

Construction of vectors
CD43 constructs were generated as previously described (Allenspach 
et al., 2001; Mody et al., 2007). The S76D mutation was generated 
using the following mutagenesis primers: 5 -CGGAAGTCTCGCCA-
GGGCGATTTAGTACTAGAAGAGC-3  and 5 -GCTCTTCTAGTAC-
TAAATCGCCCTGGCGAGACTTCCG-3 . For the GST constructs, 
the cytoplasmic tail of CD43 was cloned and fused to the pGEX3X 
GST expression vector starting at the first amino acid of the cyto-
plasmic tail (amino acid 271 from the start-site methionine). All 
CD43 mutants were made using the QuikChange Mutagenesis kit 
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).

Preparation of GST constructs
GST constructs were transformed into the BL21 bacterial strain, grown 
and protein production induced with isopropyl -D-1-thiogalacto-
pyranoside, then bacteria lysed, and sonicated, and lysates were incu-
bated with glutathione-Sepharose beads. Expression levels were 
tested by Coomassie staining before use in experiments.

Preparation of ezrin/moesin double-deficient cells
Ezrin/moesin double-deficient T-cells were generated as previously 
described (Shaffer et al., 2009). Ezrinflox/flox mice were crossed 
with CD4cre to generate conditional ezrin knockout mice. CD4+ T-
cells were purified from conditional knockout mice and suppressed 
with small interfering RNA (siRNA) against moesin. Controls were 
generated from littermate controls or B6 mice suppressed with con-
trol siRNA. Control and ezrin/moesin double-deficient T-cells were 
stimulated with PMA and CCL21, lysed, and analyzed as described 
above.
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